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Experts say the high expansion rate of
university education caught the country
unprepared to tackle the challenges that
would come with it.
A nd now, the industry
and higher education regulators watch as
half-baked students graduate from
training in fragmented courses amid

H ashtag has established that universities
specialise face a survival challenge in the
changing higher education landscape.
B y Agnes Aineah

Hashtag@standardmedia.co.ke
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group of about twenty middle-aged men
posed for an undated photo to capture the
first graduation that was held at the Ken ya Polytechnic. The group, drawn from Africa,
Asia and Europe, stood at the very place where
present-day Technical University of Kenya was
established. They had just completed training as
cadet engineers at the institution that had been
established as relocation premises to students
who had been transferred from the Royal Techni cal College of East Africa (RTCEA), present-day
University of Nairobi. Up to this time, training of
technical personnel in the country was the sole
mandate of RTCEA.
This was some day in 1963, years before the
three premier universities in the region were
formed in 1970 from the University of East Africa,
the then regional extension of the University of
London. These included UoN, Makerere University
and the University of Dar es Salaam. Then, all stu
dents from Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania went to
study Engineering and veterinary science at the
UoN while those with an interest in medicine and
agriculture went to Makerere University. At that
statistics and social sciences to students from the
three countries. This, according to Commission for
University Education chairman Chacha NyaigottiChacha, was the epitome of specialised universi
ties.
“There was a lot of synergy that was brought out
through harmonisation of
courses,” remi nisces Prof
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Chacha who at the time served as executive secre tary of the Inter-University Council for East Africa
(IUCEA), the regional body that regulated func
tions of the three universities.
But things are no longer the same. In what for mer Education Secretary Dr Fred Matiang’i
described as ‘a university at the top of every butch ery in every little shopping centre’, the unregulated
expansion of higher education is alarming.
In 2012, Kenya had only seven public universi ties. The number has since exploded to the current
31 public universities. It is almost unimaginable
that Kenya’s higher education sector, for decades,
survived on only seven public universities.
In a past interview with Hashtag, Dr Herman
Manyora, a don at UoN observed that years after
independence, few people trickled into the only
three institutions of higher learning.
“What we had shortly after independence were
They were a product of a period when the Africans
were agitating for independence and were mostly
intelligent teachers who were wired politically,”
says Dr Manyora.
According to the don, people started to know
opportunities that the higher education held dur ing the era of former president Daniel arap Moi.
“After independence, few people made it to uni versity but in the 1990’s, there was expansion in
education in tertiary education such that it started
to lose its seriousness. Now, everyone is going
through university just to get the degree and not
to broaden their intelligence,” notes Dr Manyora.
And in an interview published by The Standard,
Commission for University Education (CUE) CEO
Prof Mwenda Ntarangwi says Kenya was not pre pared for the growth, and that the commission had
set plans to correct the situation.
ity training to students, the stretch on physical
facilities, the duplication of programmes and the
quality of some of the graduates has forced us to
rethink this growth,” said Prof Ntarangwi.
He said some of the steps could include merging
turning others into colleges of some select stable
universities.
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� “In future, students ma y be

allowed to pick their universities of
choice instead of being placed b y the
government. This means that
y
attractive programmes in order to
attract students. There will be no
one to deliver students
on their doorstep,”
Commission for
University Education
chairman Prof Chacha Nyaigotti-Chacha

Dedan Kimathi University of Technology’s grip on the
leather technology
According to CUE, Dedan Kimathi Univer
neering and technical programmes.
“From the structures that Dedan Kimathi
University has put in place combined with its
vision on the things they want, the university
is one of the most specialised universities in
Kenya,” says Prof Chacha.
The university, established in 2012 is also the
only known public university in Kenya that
undergraduate and graduate levels. The uni
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Technology and a Master of Science, Leather

Technology.
also known for a specialty in technology and
engineering courses. The future for graduates
in Leather Technology training is bright as
they are quickly absorbed in tanneries, foot wear industries and leather products firms.
And with the governments focus on manufac turing to achieve the Big Four agenda, the
future couldn’t be brighter for these graduates.
Earlier this year, the Jubilee government
announced plans to create 1.3 million manufac turing jobs by 2022.

Technical University of Kenya’s technical orientation

the need for universities to operate within their
reflect their strengths so as to avoid unnecessary
duplication of courses,” says the CUE boss.
He adds: “For instance, Kenyatta University is
Egerton-Agriculture, and so on.”
According to Prof Chacha some less known uni
versities in Kenya are coming out strongly against
older universities in terms of curving a special
niche for themselves. These, he says, include Dedan
Kimathi University of Technology and the Techni
cal University of Kenya, which are also some of the
youngest universities in Kenya.

� “After independence, few people made it to
university but in the 1990’s, there was expansion
in education in tertiary education such that it
started to lose its seriousness. And now,
everyone is going through university just
to get the degree and not to broaden
their intelligence,” hat
Herman Manyora director research CPS
International
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The present day TUK traces its back ground to one of the oldest technical train ing institutions in Kenya. Its inception is
closely tied to that of the University of Nai robi which was established in 1956.
TUK, then Kenya Technical Institute
which changed name to Kenya Polytechnic
ture, Arts, Domestic Science, and Engineer ing and Science to pre-colonial students.
Though chartered in 2013 as a university,

TUK has held on to its training in technical
courses, a move that Prof Chacha says is
exemplary to other universities that have
lost their grip on their areas of specialisa tion.
“TUK is the example of how all other uni versities start. But as they grow out of
polytechnics, they start losing their real
sense. At the moment, the university is
doing a commendable job by sticking to
technical programmes,” says Prof Chacha.

